


Medinstyle combines the sophistication and exclusivity of a “tailor-made” event... it stands for refined taste.

Imagine the unimaginable, because relying on Medinstyle means having  the opportunity:

- to enjoy a brunch with Mediterranean flavours in the 
splendid location of “Villa Malaparte”; 

- to find peace through Yoga on the “Path of the Gods”, on 
the summit of “Monte Solaro” or above the sea framed by 
the Faraglioni;

- to plan your wedding in the typical church of the elderly 
“ladies of the lemons” during the patronal festival;

- to immerse yourself  in the waters of the most important 
archaeological underwater park in the world in order to 
discover ancient Mediterranean essence;

- to live the unique experience of a romantic candlelight 
dinner on the terrace of a private villa in Anacapri 
overlooking a breathtaking view;

- to watch a concert at sunset that will touch your heart 
on the most inaccessible cliff of the Amalfi Coast;

- to browse through the shops and the most exclusive 
Italian fashion houses for a unique shopping spree.



MedinStyle is a DMC company on Capri & THE Amalfi Coast,
the most famous locations in the south of Italy.

The difference between a traveller and a tourist is that a tourist
feels homesick from the first day of his journey...”.  

From the movie  -  THE SHELTERING SKY -  by Bernardo Bertolucci

With us every unknown place will seem like home.



Capri and its surroundings are ideal destinations for important business events.
A top meeting at the Capri Palace Hotel & Spa, a dinner in a private villa overlooking 

the Gulf, a fashion show at the Charterhouse of St. James, an underwater team building 
discovering the ancient and completely submerged Roman city…

…We build on the needs of our customers the activities and the feelings to be 
transmitted, so no one goes home without a unique experience in his heart.



The most beautiful moment of a loving couple requires a sophisticated 
choreography, so that each detail,  from the thousands of possibilities,

is carefully studied and arranged.
Med inStyle marriages leave nothing to chance, from the choice of venue,

the bouquet , the mise en place, to the main theme referring to every detail 
up to the moment of the vows in order to relive the splendour of the Dolce 

Vita that has never left Capri and in its surroundings.





Luxurious pampering: the only way to define your stay in our area
which is to be an all-round experience created just for you!

Who can, in one day, let you visit the workshop of the best known Sandalio of Capri, making 
sandals for divas such as Jacky O. and Sofia Loren, while enjoying having a Neapolitan couture 

tailored gown  sewn on you? Who can serve you dinner on a stunning yacht and then 
accompany you to your hotel, maybe in Gwyneth Paltrow’s suite?

Who can take you shopping or to an exclusive fashion show in Milan and then
in the evening give you relaxing moments in the most exclusive SPA of Capri?

Who but Med InStyle...





Med inStyle brings you to Capri!
Corporate Events, Top Meetings, Wedding, Personal Concierge.
Meet us in Lausanne or in Capri.

Med inStyle is a business unit of CapriMed® Group
www.caprimed.com

ALESSANDRA GRAVINA
Luxury Events & Wedding Designer
alessandra.gravina@medinstyle.it
Italian mob. +39 320 7246316

Chemin de la Damataire 2
1009 Pully - Lausanne - Switzerland
Tel. +41(0)786817306
Mobile +41(0)215354761

Head office: Piazza C. Battisti, 4
80073 Capri (NA) - Italy
Tel. +39 081 8375841

www. medinstyle.it


